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An orthographic projections-based algorithm was investigated for the traffic monitoring applica-
tion of tracking a truck moving across a bridge through a sequence of video image frames. The two-
dimensional position of a specific marker on the truck for each video frame is found using color
thresholding-based segmentation. A coordinate transformation process provides the real-world,
three-dimensional location of the marker position for tracking the truck. The procedure is
experimentally illustrated with a field bridge. This paper presents the experimental bridge setup,
the marker identification technique, the orthographic coordinate transformation algorithm, and
web-accessible laboratory exercises developed for image processing and related curricula.

INTRODUCTION

ADVANCES IN VIDEO hardware and image
processing are finding important roles in improv-
ing infrastructure, vehicular, and related transpor-
tation systems. Automated real-world outdoor
scene analysis is a difficult problem that must be
addressed in imaging-based systems for monitor-
ing, surveillance, and video security applications.
In particular, techniques that use a single camera
have obvious economic and logistical advantages.
One aspect of object tracking in a sequence of
video frames is determining the object's location in
the two-dimensional image frames using segmenta-
tion techniques. Another aspect of object tracking
involves extracting real-world, three-dimensional
attributes of that object for identification or clas-
sification. In an outdoor scene, there are numerous
factors that complicate detecting and tracking
objects from a sequence of video frames, including
changes in lighting conditions, weather changes
and background movement.

Numerous machine vision approaches have been
applied to real-world video scene analysis for
object recognition and tracking. Computer vision
techniques have been applied: 1) to detect and
track vehicles and pedestrians in traffic scenes
[1±10], 2) to perform real-time analysis and
segmentation of two-dimensional image sequences
[11], 3) to identify and track multiple objects in
complex scenes [12±15], 4) to interpret human
behavior [16±19], 5) to track a number of persons
in cluttered scenes using depth information
[20], and 6) to detect and track people using multi-
ple cameras and a computer network [21]. For
many of these camera-based applications, two-
dimensional images must be analyzed to extract

and translate three-dimensional real-world scene
information.

One commonly used approach for video frame
analysis is interframe differencing. Interframe
differencing is a useful technique to highlight
moving objects between frames. These changes
may be representative of moving background
such as leaves, tree branches, etc., or moving
people, trucks or vehicles. Interframe differencing
approaches are often based on using three conse-
cutive frames [1, 22]. Approaches such as edge
detection and coincidence operators [1] have been
used for highlighting potential moving objects.

This work describes an orthographic projections
approach to transforming two-dimensional image
coordinates to three-dimensional, real-world coor-
dinates in the context of a traffic monitoring
application. A single camera is the source of a
sequence of two-dimensional video frames. Since
an orthographic projections method is used, this
technique requires that the depth of the portion of
the scene in which measurements are made is small
compared to the camera-to-scene distance [23].
The technique requires the real-world location of
background marker positions and the identifica-
tion of a marker position on the object vehicle.
This paper discusses an experimental system for
testing the approach, object marker identification
using color thresholding, and the image processing
algorithm. The experiment is based on identifying
and tracking markers on a truck as it moves across
an on-campus bridge. Sequential real-world
images are taken from a dedicated web camera
that views the Smart Composite Bridge (SCB) at
the University of Missouri-Rolla (UMR). This
bridge is an interdisciplinary field laboratory for
education and research [24]. The image-processing
concepts used for this traffic monitoring applica-
tion include object segmentation, object labeling,
and coordinate transformation.* Accepted 21 July 2004.
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TRAFFIC MONITORING EXPERIMENT

Traffic monitoring on a bridge was the desired
operation for the experiment. The monitoring
system consisted of a single camera located at a
known position with respect to the bridge. The
orientation of the bridge was known through a
survey of the perimeter of the bridge deck. The
perspective of the camera images was identified
manually in baseline images; i.e. the pixel locations
of selected survey points in the two-dimensional
images were found. These pixel locations did not
change. The images needed for analysis consisted
of an image sequence captured with a truck at
different positions on the bridge. A marker on the
truck was selected for tracking. The relative height
of the truck marker above the bridge deck was also
known as well as its distance from one railing of
the bridge. The image processing consisted of two
main tasks. First, the pixel position of the truck
marker was identified in each image. Second, the
two-dimensional pixel location of the marker was
converted to a three-dimensional real-world coor-
dinate. Hence, the truck position was determined
for each image frame and the truck velocity could
be calculated from the frame rate. Note that
positional information of a bridge load could be
used to trigger other measurements, such as strain
measurements from structural instrumentation.

Overview of bridge and camera resources
The Smart Composite Bridge at the University

of Missouri-Rolla is the field laboratory for the
image-processing experiment. This bridge is a
short-span structure of length 9.1 m and width
2.8 m. It is located over a small creek on campus
and is normally used by pedestrians and light
vehicles. However, the bridge was designed and
tested for highway loads as a cooperative product

development and research effort among university,
industry, and government partners [24]. Project
documentation is available at http://campus.umr.
edu/smarteng/bridge/index.html [25, 26].

A dedicated web camera provides an online
imaging capability as part of the bridge research
initiative. It is mounted on the side of the Emerson
Electric Co. Hall (EECH) (Electrical and Compu-
ter Engineering Building) and views the bridge
from an oblique angle at a distance of approxi-
mately 61.8 m. The camera is an Axis 200� Web
Camera (Axis Communications Model Number
0064-9) which contains a 768� 582 24-bit digital
color CCD camera and a self-contained web server
(32-bit RISC processor). A zoom lens and an
outdoor housing complete the system. Figure 1
shows the bridge and the camera, highlighted with
the white box, mounted on EECH. The resulting
real-world images have several interesting features.
Trees and railings obscure part of the bridge;
sunlight and shade change the background light-
ing; and seasonal coloration changes the overall
background.

Experimental description
Figure 2 presents an example frame acquired

from the mounted web camera and is representa-
tive of the frames captured in the total sequence of
images. The sequence of image frames begins with
the truck on the southwest end of the bridge and
progresses as the truck moves right-to-left across
the two-dimensional bridge scene. The truck
travels in parallel with the sides of the bridge
deck as it moves toward the northeast end of the
bridge. For the parallel movement, the truck
remains a fixed distance from the northwest and
southeast sides of the bridge deck. For this initial
experiment, the parking lights of the truck were
turned on to serve as object markers. These

Fig. 1. The Smart Composite Bridge at the University of Missouri-Rolla. The location of the dedicated web camera is indicated on the
building in the background.
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markers or reference positions on the truck remain
a fixed distance above the bridge deck. Twelve
frames were captured for each image sequence.
The truck moved in increments of 0.914 meters
(3 feet) across the bridge.

The first image processing task was to identify
the object marker in each frame. Histogram analy-
sis and color thresholding techniques were used for
segmenting the parking lights as an object marker.
The centroid of the identified marker provided the
two-dimensional pixel location in each frame.
Object-labeling maintained the specific marker
tracked through the sequence of frames. The
second image-processing task was to convert the
two-dimensional marker pixel locations to the
three-dimensional coordinates. The orthographic
projection technique used the bridge reference
markers and the object marker to convert the
image position coordinates to real-world spatial
locations. The details of marker segmentation and
the derivation of the coordinate transformation
procedure are given in the next section. Both
tasks were coded in Matlab1 using the Imaging
Processing Toolbox. Example image sequences
and the code for the coordinate transformation
are available for download at the SCB website [26].
An associated educational exercise was reported in
a prior paper [27].

A traffic monitoring problem is presented for
tracking a vehicle in a sequence of video frames.
The orthographic projection-based approach can
determine three-dimensional locations for a speci-
fied marker from a sequence of two-dimensional
video frames using a single camera source. The
two-dimension to three-dimension coordinate
transformation technique requires the real-world
location of bridge marker positions and a marker
position on the object vehicle for a reference two-
dimensional video frame. A simplified variation of

orthographic projection [28] is used to perform the
coordinate transformation.

Education and research for transportation are
becoming more interdisciplinary. Optical metrol-
ogy, smart materials and structures, computer
technologies, etc., are finding important roles in
improving infrastructure, vehicles, and related
transportation systems. For instance, image
processing can provide intelligent monitoring of
traffic flows and control functions of other sensing
systems. Consequently, people outside of tradi-
tional transportation fields with exposure to
interdisciplinary transportation applications can
contribute to needed research and development.

TRAFFIC-MONITORING IMAGE
PROCESSING ALGORITHM DESCRIPTION

The traffic monitoring application involves
tracking a moving vehicle across video frames for
determining the position, requiring the coordinate
transformation of two-dimensional images to
three-dimensional, real-world positions of vehicle
markers. The algorithm will be described in the
context of the experiment (cf. Fig. 1). The truck in
Fig. 2 maintains the parallel movement at a fixed
distance from the bridge's deck as the truck moves
across the bridge in the captured frames, moving
from right to left.

Coordinates and procedure
Figure 3 shows a schematic of the bridge deck

and three-dimensional coordinate system with
origin at the camera lens of the camera mounted
on EECH. In Fig. 3 the XYZ axes are drawn to
show the orientation of the coordinate system. The
real-world coordinates of the bridge deck corner
positions (labeled 1±4) are surveyor measurements

Fig. 2. Frame acquired from the dedicated web camera of the Smart Composite Bridge. The traffic-monitoring experiment uses the
right parking light of the truck as a marker for tracking.
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in meters from the camera lens origin. A direc-
tional legend is also provided in Fig. 3 to assist in
referencing the labeled positions. All calculations
required in the coordinate transformations
presented are based on the positions labeled 1±4.
In order to transform the two-dimensional coordi-
nates within the video frames to three-dimensional
spatial coordinates, we apply a variation of the
technique of orthographic projections. The coor-
dinate transformation procedure is to: 1) identify
required real-world coordinate reference positions,
including the labeled positions 1±4 in Fig. 3, the
starting front right truck ground position (B) and
the starting position of the truck's right front
parking light (F), 2) derive real-world coordinates
for reference points B and F, 3) determine the
image coordinates for the centroid position of the
truck's right front parking light at the truck's
starting position, and 4) transform the segmented
front right parking light centroid position to its
real-world coordinate within the various image
frames. The real-world position of the truck's
right front parking light is used for tracking the
truck's position from video frame to video frame.
Two required parameters for performing the trans-
formation calculations, labeled on Fig. 3, are: 1)
the height of the truck's right parking light above
the bridge deck, denoted as h and 2) the perpendi-
cular distance of the right parking light from the
bridge side 3±4, denoted as a. The parking light
centroid image location transformation to its cor-
responding real-world position is described in the
following sections.

Color thresholding
From the captured frames, color ranges for the

markers, i.e. the parking lights, on the truck (as
seen in Fig. 2) were manually determined from the
image frame data. The parking lights provided

global red, green and blue (RGB) color thresholds
for segmentation. After thresholding and segmen-
tation, the centroid pixel location is determined in
the image. Other types of markers and more
flexible segmentation approaches will be the
subject of future research.

The transformation process provides the real-
world coordinates of the truck's right parking light
from the corresponding image coordinates found
for the centroid image location of the right parking
light. The centroid location, denoted (uT, vT), is
obtained for each video frame as the output of the
image processing operations.

Reference real-world positions
The bridge deck corner points are used in the

transformation process. From Fig. 3, the real-
world coordinates of the deck corner points with
respect to the origin at the web camera lens are:

1. north corner of the bridge deck with coordinate
(x1, y1, z1);

2. west corner of the bridge deck with coordinate
(x2, y2, z2);

3. south corner of the bridge deck with coordinate
(x3, y3, z3); and

4. east corner of the bridge deck with coordinate
(x4, y4, z4).

Figure 2 shows the orientation of the bridge
deck within the acquired images. Note that the
north corner of the bridge deck is obscured by a
tree. However, this pixel location can be extrapo-
lated from other perimeter survey measurements.
The labeled points 1±4 have known real-world
locations with respect to the camera lens and are
given in meters as (x1, y1, z1)� (0, 56.47, ±8.94),
(x2, y2, z2)� (3.90, 64.65, ±8.92), (x3, y3, z3)� (1.52,
65.82, ±8.90) and (x4, y4, z4)� (±2.37, 57.59, ±8.92).
The real-world coordinates for two additional
reference points, B and F, are derived in the
following subsection. B refers to the starting
ground position beneath the truck's front right
parking light on the bridge deck with coordinate
(xB, yB, zB), and F denotes the starting centroid
position of the truck's right front parking light
(xF, yF, zF).

The truck starts at position B in Fig. 3 and
moves in parallel with respect to side 3±4 (from
Fig. 3) across the bridge, with the right front
parking light maintaining a fixed perpendicular
distance a from side 3±4. Both truck parking
lights maintain a constant height h above the
bridge deck. Thus, the reference front right park-
ing light centroid point maintains a height h and
distance a as the truck crosses the bridge. For the
truck used in the acquired images (seen in Fig. 2),
h� 0.91 m and a� 0.44 m. Because the bridge deck
is not entirely level, there are residual angles of the
deck sides with respect to the coordinate axes.
These angles must be computed from the deck
corner positions for projections calculations.
These constraints provide the need to derive the
real-world reference points B and F.

Fig. 3. Schematic of bridge deck with reference points labeled
for use in two-dimensional to three-dimensional coordinate
transformation. The coordinate axes and direction legend are
shown. The dotted line within the bridge deck represents the
path that the right wheels of the truck follow for crossing the

bridge, starting at point B.
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Real-world coordinate derivation for truck
reference points
The next step in the coordinate transformation
process is to determine the real-world coordinates
for reference points B and F for the truck's starting
ground position on the bridge deck and the truck's
right front parking light centroid. The following
calculations are made between the labeled points
from Fig. 3. Using vector notation, let V

*

34 and V
*

32

denote the vectors from bridge deck positions 3 to
4 and 3 to 2, respectively, and are given as

~V34 � �x4 ÿ x3�~ax � �y4 ÿ y3�~ay � �z4 ÿ z3�~az �1�
~V32 � �x2 ÿ x3�~ax � �y2 ÿ y3�~ay � �z2 ÿ z3�~az �2�
where ~ax, ~ay, and ~az are the unit vectors in the X,
Y, and Z directions, respectively. First, determine
the vector from bridge deck positions B to F as the
cross product-based expression

~VBF �
~V34 � ~V32

j~V34 � ~V32j

 !
h �3�

using a right-handed coordinate system. The
denominator of the expression is given by

j~V34 � ~V32j �
����������������������������
A2 � B2 � C2

p
; where �4�

A � �y4 ÿ y3��z2 ÿ z3� ÿ �y2 ÿ y3��z4 ÿ z3�; �5�

B � ÿ �x4 ÿ x3��z2 ÿ z3� ÿ �x2 ÿ x3��z4 ÿ z3�
� �

;

�6�

C � �x4 ÿ x3��y2 ÿ y3� ÿ �x2 ÿ x3��y4 ÿ y3�: �7�
Second, find the length of the southwest side of the
bridge's deck from deck corner point 2 to point 3
as

D23 �
������������������������������������������������������������������������
�x3 ÿ x2�2 � �y3 ÿ y2�2 � �z3 ÿ z2�2

q
: �8�

Third, determine the projected length of D23 onto
the XZ and XY planes, denoted as P23;XZ and
P23;XY, respectively, as given by the expressions

P23;XZ �
����������������������������������������������
�x3 ÿ x2�2 � �z3 ÿ z2�2

q
; �9�

P23;XY �
�����������������������������������������������
�x3 ÿ x2�2 � �y3 ÿ y2�2

q
: �10�

Fourth, compute the distance between deck corner
position 3 and the projection of the truck's right
parking light ground position (B) in the XZ plane,
which is given by

D3;BXZ
� a

P23;XZ

D23

� �
: �11�

Fifth, find the distance between deck corner point
3 and the projection of the truck's right parking

light ground position (B) in the XY plane as given
by

D3;BXY
� a

P23;XY

D23

� �
: �12�

Sixth, determine the angle (�) of bridge deck side
2±3 projected onto the XZ plane with respect to
the X-axis, where

� � tanÿ1 z3 ÿ z2

x3 ÿ x2

� �
: �13�

Seventh, compute the angle (�) of bridge deck side
2±3 projected onto the XY plane with respect to
the X-axis, where

� � tanÿ1 y3 ÿ y2

x3 ÿ x2

� �
: �14�

Eighth, calculate the real-world coordinates of
reference point B, given as

xB � x3 �D3;BXZ
cos���; �15�

yB � y3 ÿD3;BXY
sin���; �16�

zB � z3 ÿD3;BXZ
sin���: �17�

Ninth, determine the angle (�) of segment B±F
with respect to the X-axis, where

� � cosÿ1 A������������������������
A2�B2�C2

p !
: �18�

Tenth, find the angle (�) of segment B±F with
respect to the Y-axis, where

� � cosÿ1 B����������������������������
A2 � B2 � C2

p !
: �19�

Eleventh, compute the angle (�) of segment B±F
with respect to the Z-axis, where

� � cosÿ1 C����������������������������
A2 � B2 � C2

p !
: �20�

Finally, the real-world coordinates of reference
point F are given as

xF � xB � h cos���; �21�

yF � yB � h cos���; �22�

zF � zB � h cos���: �23�
The real-world coordinates for reference positions
B and F and the labeled deck corner points 1±4 are
used in the transformation of the image frame
front right parking light centroid position to its
real-world coordinate location.
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Initial parking light real-world coordinate
transformation to image pixel location

From the initial image frame, the real-world
coordinate of the right front parking light centroid
position must be translated into a corresponding
two-dimensional pixel coordinate. Let U and V
denote the horizontal and vertical axes, respec-
tively, for the M column�N row image frames.
Figure 4 shows the bridge deck projected onto the
image plane and the orientation of the axes U and
V used for processing the image frames. For the U
and V axes, the coordinate (1, 1) is located in the
upper left corner of the image, and (M, N) is
located in the lower right corner of the image.
The U and V axes from Fig. 4 provide parallel
representations to the X and ±Z axes from Fig. 3,
respectively. The following calculations are
performed to obtain the pixel coordinates of the
truck's right front parking light (uP, vP) at the
truck's starting position. Let (u2, v2) and (u3, v3)
denote the image coordinates for bridge deck
corner positions 2 and 3, respectively, from Fig. 4.
These points are determined from manual image
inspection. First, find the distance (C23) between
image coordinates corresponding to deck corner
positions 2 and 3 from Fig. 3. Second, determine
the number of pixels a unit of projected real-world
distance occupies as

K � C23

P23;XZ
: �24�

Third, compute the distance in pixels between
position 3 and the projection of position B onto
the XZ plane as

C3;BXZ
� KD3;BXZ

: �25�
Fourth, determine the angle (!) of bridge deck side
2±3 within the image with respect to the U-axis,
where

! � tanÿ1 v2 ÿ v3

u2 ÿ u3

� �
; �26�

where ! is measured clockwise from the U axis.
Fifth, find the image pixel coordinates of reference
position B (uB, vB), which are given as

uB � u3 � C3;BXZ
cos�!�; �27�

vB � v3 � C3;BXZ
sin�!�: �28�

Sixth, determine the angle (�) of reference points
B±F with respect to the U-axis, which is given as

� � ÿtanÿ1 �x4 ÿ x3��y2 ÿ y3� ÿ �x2 ÿ x3��y4 ÿ y3�
�y4 ÿ y3��z2 ÿ z3� ÿ �y2 ÿ y3��z4 ÿ z3�

� �
:

(29)

Seventh, calculate the image pixel coordinates of
reference position F (uF, vF), which are given as

uF � uB �K h cos �� �; �30�

vF � vBÿK h sin �� �: �31�

The result obtained from these operations yields
the image coordinates of the starting position of
the truck's right front parking light (F) from the
real-world coordinates of known positions on the
bridge deck.

Image frame parking light centroid pixel to real-
world coordinate transformation

Finally, the equations must be derived for trans-
lating the two-dimensional centroid locations of
parking lights segmented within the remaining
image frames to the corresponding three-dimen-
sional real-world coordinates. The coordinate
space from Fig. 3 is used to represent the real-
world coordinates from the image coordinate
transformation. As previously stated, the image
coordinates of the centroid location for the front
right parking light within an image frame is
denoted as (uT, vT). The following operations
must be performed to obtain the corresponding
real-world coordinates (xT, yT, zT). First, determine
the distance in pixels between reference (uF, vF)
and (uT, vT) as CFT. Second, compute the distance
in pixels between positions 3 and 4 within the
image as C34. Third, convert the pixel distance
into real-world distance in the XZ plane given as

PFT;XZ � P34;XZCFT

C34
: �32�

This assumes that the distance from camera to
object is constant for all objects on the bridge; i.e.
magnification is constant. Fourth, compute the
angle ( ) between 3±4 and the X-axis in the XZ
plane as

 � sinÿ1 z3ÿz4

P34;XZ

� �
: �33�

Fifth, find xT and zT, which are given as

xT � xF ÿ PFT;XZ cos� �; �34�

zT � zF ÿ PFT;XZ sin� �: �35�

Fig. 4. Coordinate system used for image frames with axes U
and V.
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Sixth, find the angle (�) between 3±4 and the
X-axis in the XY plane, where

� � sinÿ1 y3 ÿ y4

P34;XY

� �
: �36�

Seventh, convert the pixel distance into real-world
distance in the XY plane given as

PFT;XY � PFT;XZP34;XY

P34;XZ
: �37�

Eighth, determine yT, where

yT � yF ÿ PFT;XY sin���: �38�
This derivation is for the right parking light. The
derivation can be easily extended to the left park-
ing light.

MARKER POSITION ERROR
DETERMINATION

In this section, the procedure for determining
the real-world position of the left and right front
parking lights is applied and evaluated from the
individual image frames. Specifically, a laboratory
exercise was given to 16 students of a Machine
Vision course at UMR during the fall semester
2002. The exercise required the students to manu-
ally determine red, green, and blue color thresh-
olds to segment the left and right parking lights of
the truck for three image frames acquired in the
springtime using the camera setup described in
section II. A. Overview of Bridge and Camera
Resources, including the image frame shown in
Fig. 2. The centroids of the resulting thresholded
objects were computed to represent the marker
position. The absolute difference in pixels and
real-world distance between the threshold-based
marker positions and reference marker positions
were found in order to evaluate the impact of
image segmentation of the marker position. The
boundaries of the left and right parking lights in
the three image frames were manually found and
filled. The centroids of the resulting filled regions
were used as the reference marker positions of the
parking lights in the image frames. Using the
image-coordinate to real-world transformation
procedure, the centroid marker positions were

converted into their corresponding real-world
coordinates. For the image frames examined, the
distances from the rail a are 0.44 m and 2.16 m
for the right and left parking lights, respectively.
Table 1 shows the average and standard deviation
absolute difference results in pixels and in real-
world distance (in meters) between the student
thresholds selected for automatic segmentation to
determine the centroid locations for the left and
right parking lights and the reference positions for
each image frame.

From Table 1, the average absolute pixel differ-
ence between the student-determined marker posi-
tion centroid and the corresponding reference
position centroid locations ranged from 0.283 to
0.371 pixels with a corresponding average real-
world distance range of 0.009 to 0.012 meters.
Note that the image coordinate to real-world
transformation is nonlinear and that pixel vari-
ations result in small real-world position vari-
ations, as seen in the average absolute difference
results in Table 1. As seen in Fig. 2, the orientation
of the truck with respect to the camera position
hampers the identification of the `true' left and
right parking light centroid locations. Overall,
there are minor differences between the absolute
difference pixel and real-world centroid positions
for the left and right parking lights for the three
image frames examined. Depending on the preci-
sion required for tracking the truck, the average
absolute difference distance results are relatively
low, facilitating a reasonable tracking of the
truck's marker position across image frames at
sampling rates such as 1/30 second.

The traffic monitoring application presented is
oversimplified compared to typical, realistic three-
dimensional computer vision tasks. For this appli-
cation, reference measurements were chosen,
which were easy to make, that simplified and
improved the accuracy of the coordinate conver-
sion process, which also simplified the application
for teaching students coordinate transformation
techniques. In order to apply the algorithm
presented to an actual traffic-monitoring situation,
the height of the marker (h) (centroid locations of
the parking lights used in our approach) and the
distance of the marker from a bridge railing (a)
must be known. If the geometry of the imaging
situation is such that the road is planar and the
camera angle allows for sufficient accuracy, then

Table 1. Average and standard deviation absolute difference in pixels and meters between the calculated marker position and the
actual marker position for three image frames obtained from 16 students in a Machine Vision course.

Pixel distance difference between color
threshold-based centroid and reference

centroid

Real-world absolute distance difference
between color threshold-based centroid

and reference centroid (meters)

Frame Number Average Standard Deviation Average Standard Deviation

Frame 1 0.283 0.247 0.011 0.012
Frame 2 0.371 0.350 0.012 0.011
Frame 3 0.283 0.321 0.009 0.012
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the real-world position of the marker could be
found if only the height of the marker were
known. Markers could conceivably be placed on
vehicles at a given height just for this purpose.
Fig. 5 shows an illustration of the camera and road
configuration that could be used with markers
on the vehicles to apply the projections-based
approach for vehicle tracking. From Fig. 5, the
3-D geometry of camera and road shows that, if
the angle of the ray from the camera is known
(from the pixel position) and the height of the
marker above the road is known, then the real-
world position can be found.

CONCLUSIONS

A traffic monitoring problem is presented for
tracking a vehicle in a sequence of video frames.
The orthographic projection-based approach can
determine three-dimensional locations for a speci-
fied marker from a sequence of two-dimensional
video frames using a single camera source. The
two-dimension to three-dimension coordinate
transformation technique requires the real-world

location of bridge marker positions and a marker
position on the object vehicle for a reference two-
dimensional video frame. The coordinate trans-
formation process uses these parameters to track
the position of the vehicle. The movement of a
truck across the Smart Composite Bridge at the
University of Missouri-Rolla illustrated the tech-
nique. Processing of each image must discriminate
markers in the presence of differing lighting con-
ditions, weather, etc. The truck example used color
thresholding to detect the parking lights as
markers and a dedicated web camera as the
image source

The orthographic projection approach and
image sequences from the Smart Composite
Bridge have been incorporated into a Matlab1-
based student exercise [27]. Two downloadable
versions of the traffic monitoring exercise are
available in the `Educational Resources' section
of the Smart Composite Bridge website (http://
campus.umr.edu/smarteng/bridge/index.html) [26]
to facilitate student learning at other institutions.
The site includes assignment guidelines, image
files, sample Matlab1 code, and different image
sets. One version of the sample code implements
the variation of the orthographic projections tech-
nique presented in this paper for translating the
two-dimensional bridge scene image coordinates to
the three-dimensional bridge scene coordinates.
The more challenging version provides the bridge
survey information and the image sequences
needed to derive an image to real-world coordinate
transformation. Future research will address
object identification, people-tracking applications,
alternative methods for identifying object markers,
and coordinated triggering of smart strain instru-
mentation.
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